A nationally known aviation law firm is now representing four of the families who lost loved ones in last month’s crash of Continental Connections Flight 3407.

Officials of the Kreindler & Kreindler law firm said Wednesday that they have notified three potential lawsuit defendants that they should “preserve all potential evidence,” including any records related to the Feb. 12 crash.

“We are looking closely at whether the flight crew was properly trained and whether there were serious crew-related errors which led to this horrific crash,” said Justin T. Green, a partner in the New York City-based law firm. “Bad weather and icing may have played a partial role, but it appears serious and multiple human errors were made.”

The airliner’s crash into a Clarence Center neighborhood killed 49 people who were on the aircraft and one man whose home was struck by the plane. The National Transportation Safety Board is investigating the crash and has not determined the cause.

Law firm officials did not disclose which families it represents, except to say two of the families are from the Buffalo area and two are from New Jersey. The Buffalo News has previously reported that several other families have hired law firms with the intent of filing lawsuits.